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COACHING OF VARIOUS CENTRAL &
STATE LEVEL COMPETITIVE EXAMS

MOCK TEST -8

HAS/HPAS- 25 FEB 2019
VENUE- RANA ACADEMY SHIMLA

SYLLABUS FOR MOCK TEST-8
CURRENT AFFAIRS- JAN 2019 (Ques No.1-20)
HP GK : Tribes in Himachal Pradesh.(Ques no. 61-70)
MISCELLANEOUS GK : ( Ques no. 21-60)
NOTE : this miscellaneous GK is given at the end of GK
book ( Arihant / Tarun Goyal )
MODERN HISTORY : Social reform movements in
India, Rise and development of Press in India,
Evolution of Education in India, Revolutionary
movement in India, Peasant movements. Tribal
uprising, facts about all Governor Generals / viceroys
and imp Indian Personalities.( Ques no. 71-30).

1.consider the following statements :
1.Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina became
PM of Bangladesh for 4th time.

2.She belongs to Bangladesh Nationalist
Party (BNP).
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3.She has become PM for the 3rd term
consecutively.
Choose the correct option :
a.1 and 3
b.1 and 2
c.2 and 3
d.1,2,3
2. consider the following statements :
1.Ross island has been renamed as Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose Dweep.
2.Neil islands of Andaman and Nicobar
has been renamed as Shaheed Dweep
Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
3.Who among the following has been
named as the International Cricket Council
(ICC) Women’s Cricketer of the Year and
ICC Women’s ODI Player of the Year?
a.Mithali Raj
b.Smriti Mandhana
c.Sophie Ecclestone
d.Sarah Taylor
4.Which pair of countries have officially
quit the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO).
a.North Korea and Pakistan
b.China and Russia
c.The United States and Canada
d.The United States and Israel
5. consider the following statements :
1.Prime Minister Narendra Modi has
inaugurated the 106th Indian Science
Congress (ISC-2019) at Ludhiana, Punjab.
2.the theme for the 106th Indian Science
Congress is Future: India-Science and
Technology.
Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
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b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
6. Who has become the first woman chief
economist of International Monetary
Fund?
a.Kristalina Georgieva
b.Gita Gopinath
c.Jim Yong Kim
d.Geeta Gopikrishnan
7.Who has become the first Indian to head
the Global Solar Council (GSC)?
a.Kamal Chandra
b.Manab Kalita
c.Sushant Kumar Singh
d.Pranav R Mehta
8. consider the following statements :
1.Pune city has hosted the second edition
of Khelo India Youth Games
2.Punjab topped the medal tally at the
Khelo India Youth Games.
Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
9. consider the following statements :
1.World Hindi Day is celebrated every
year on 10 January.
2.National Hindi Diwas is celebrated every
year on September 14.
Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
10. consider the following statements:
1.India’s longest 300-meter single lane
steel cable suspension bridge was
inaugurated in Tripura.
2.It is built across the Siang river.
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Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
11. Which country has continued to be the
largest source of FDI in India (19.7%)
followed by the US and UK according to
RBI?
a.Germany
b.Singapore
c.Japan
d.Mauritius
12. Which country has replaced Japan as
the world’s 2nd largest steel producing
country, according to the World Steel
Association?
a.China
b.India
c.Brazil
d.Germany
13. Who has become the first Hindu
woman to have been appointed as a civil
judge in Pakistan after passing an
examination for induction of judicial
officers?
a.Aditi Singhal
b.Swati Jha
c.Ruchi Srivastava
d.Suman Kumari
14. Who has won the Sushila Devi
Literature Award for her novel “Things to
Leave Behind”?
a.Salman Rushdie
b.Vikram Seth
c.Namita Gokhale
d.Arundhati Roy
15. consider the following statements:
1.The 124th Constitution Amendment Bill,
2019 to award 10% reservation to
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economically weaker sections have been
passed by the parliament.
2.Gujarat has become the first state to
implement the 10% reservation for
economically weaker sections of the
general category.
Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
16. A 2+2 Inter-Sessional meeting between
the United States and India took recently
place in ?
a.Washington
b.Delhi
c.New York
d.Paris
17.The Gandhi Peace Prize for the year
2018 has been conferred on___________.
a.Sulabh International
b.Yohei Sasakawa
c.Akshaya Patra Foundation
d.Ekal Abhiyan Trust
18. consider the following statements:
1.City of Prayagraj hosted the 15th edition
of Pravasi Bhartiya Divas 2019.
2. The theme of the Pravasi Bhartiya Divas
2019 was ‘Role of Indian Diaspora in
building New India’.
Choose the correct option :
a.1 only
b. 2 only
c.Both 1 and 2
d.none
19.India ranks _____ on the global talent
competitive index?
a.80th
b.82nd
c.75th
d.61st
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20. consider the following statements:
1.Roger Federer has become the first
player to win three Hopman Cups
2.Mohamed Salah has been named as the
2018 Confederation of African Football
Player of the Year.
3.Novak Djokovic won the Australian
Open 2019, Men’s Singles tennis title.
4.Naomi Osaka of Japan won the
Australian Open 2019, Women’s Singles
tennis title.
Choose the correct option :
a.1,2 only
b. 1,3 only
c. 1, 2 and 3
d.all 1,2,3,4
21. Consider following statements
regarding nuclear tests performed by India.
1. India conducted its 1st nuclear test at
Pokhran, Rajasthan on 18th may’1974. It
was coded as ‘smiling buddha’.
2. India conducted its 2nd nuclear test at
Pokhran, Rajasthan on 11th may’1998. It
was coded as ‘operation Prakram’.
Choose correct option:
a. 1 only
b. 2only
c. Both
d. none
22. Find the correct match:
1. INCOSPAR—1962 2. ISRO—1969 3.
ARYABHATTA—1975 4. ROHINI—
1980
Choose correct option:
a. 1,2 only
b. 2,3 only
c. 2,3,4
d. all
23. Recently there was a terrorist attack in
Pulwama on CRPF, which is one of the
paramilitary force in the country. Consider
the following statements regarding CRPF?
1. CRPF was set-up in 1939.
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2. Main objective—is to assist the police of
state/UTs.
3. ‘Mahila battalion’ is 88th battalion of
CRPF.
4. ‘Mahila battalion’ is world’s 1st
paramilitary force comprising entirely
women.
Choose correct option:
a. 1,2 only
b. 2,3 only
c. 2,3,4
d. all
24. Which of the following is oldest
paramilitary force in the country?
a. BSF
b. CRPF
c. ASSAM RIFLES
d. CISF
25. Consider following statements
regarding Magsaysay Award.
1. Two Indians Sonam Wangchuk(he is
widely regarded as inspiration for Aamir
Khan’s character, Phunsuk Wangdu in the
film ‘3 Idiots’) and Bharat Vatwani are
among six who have been declared
winners of 2018 Ramon Magsaysay
Award.
2. It is often referred to as Asian version of
Nobel prize.
3. 1st Indian to get Magsaysay award was
ach
arya vinoba bhave in 1958.
Choose correct option:
a. 1 only
b. 2only
c. 1,2,3
d. none
26. which of the following is known as
‘alternative nobel prize’?
a. Ramon Magsaysay Award.
b. Right Livelihood Award
c. Abel prize
d. Pulitzer prize
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27. choose incorrect statements regarding
‘Sahitya Academy Awards’?
a. The award, established in 1954, is given
on books of literary merit written in any of
the major languages of India.
b. It is given in 24 languages including the
22 listed in the Eighth Schedule of the
Indian Constitution, along with English
and Rajasthani.
c. Chitra mudgal got this year’s Sahitya
Academy award for her novel post box no.
203 in English language.
d. None of these.
28. who among the following was 1st
foreigner to receive Bharat Ratna
Award(Hint: He started the Khudai
Khidmatgar movement & is known as
frontier Gandhi)?
a. Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan
b. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
c. Ashfaqulla Khan
d. none of these
29. chose the incorrect pair of award & the
year in which it was instituted:
1. sahitya acdemy award—1954 2. Lalit
kala akademi ratna—1955 3. Jnanpith
award---1961 4. Saraswati samman—
1991
Choose incorrect option:
a. 1,2 only
b. 2,3 only
c. 2,3,4
d. none of these
30. DAVIS cup is related to which of the
following sports?
a. Badminton
b. Table tennis
c. lawn-tennis
d. hockey
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31. which statement is incorrect regarding
DRDO (defence research & development
organization)?
a. it was formed in 1958 & headquartered
in Bangaluru.
b. its parent agency is Ministry of Defence.
c. it is responsible for production of
various missiles for India under its
integrated missile development
program(IGMDP) such as Agni series,
Prithvi series missiles.
d. None of these.
32. find incorrect pair regarding various
missiles developed by DRDO:
a. Akash—surface to air missile
b. Dhanush—surface air missile.
c. shaurya—surface to surface missile.
d. Trishul—surface to air missile.
33. consider following statements
regarding Hindustan aeronautics ltd.
(HAL)?
1. it is a PSU.
2. it is a ‘Navratna-company’.
3. it is the largest public sector defence
undertakings under the Department of
Defence Production, Ministry of Defence,
India.
4. Tejas is a light combat aircraft designed
by HAL & Aeronautical Development
Agency.
Choose correct option:
a. 1,2 only
b. 2,3 only
c. 2,3,4
d. all of the above
34. which of the following is also called as
Nobel prize in the field of Mathematics?
a. Ramon Magsaysay Award.
b. Right Livelihood Award
c. Abel prize
d. Pulitzer prize
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35. consider following statements
regarding ‘Man Booker Prize’.
1. the Man Booker Prize for Fiction is a
literary prize awarded each year for the
best original novel written in the English
language.
2. Man Booker International Prize is a
counterpart to the Man Booker Prize. It
was formerly given bi-annually, but since
2016, it is given every year to a single
book in English translation.
3. Anna burns has received this years man
booker prize for her novel ‘milkman’.
Choose correct statement:
a. 1,2 only
b. 2,3 only
c. 3 only
d. all of the above
36. which of the followings is/are
UNESCO world heritage sites of India?
1. Taj mahal 2. Ajanta caves 3. Sun
temple Konark 4. Victoria terminus 5.
Mahabodhi temple 6. Western ghats 7.
Rani ki vav 8. Jantar mantar Delhi
Choose correct statement:
a. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 only
b. 2,3,5,6,7 only
c. 1,2,3,5,7 only
d. all of the above
37. which of the following statement is
correct regarding India’s membership of
various organization?
a. India is a member of ASEAN group.
b. India is not a member of G-20 group.
c. India is not a member of G-7 group.
d. India is not a member of NAM (non
aligned movement) group.
38. which of the following is incorrectly
matched pair regarding country & their
parliaments?
a. USA—Congress
b. Israel—Majlis
c. Germany—Bundestag
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d. japan—Diet
39. Lion capital is the National emblem of
which Country?
a. Norway
b. Srilanka
c. India
d. Nepal
40. ‘Yakshagan’ is a classical dance form
& it belongs to?
a. kerala b. Karnataka
c. UP
d. rajasthan
41. Find the incorrect match regarding
classical dance & the state it is majorly
performed in?
a. kerala---kathak
b. Andhra Pradesh---Kutchipudi
c. Assam—bihu
d. tamilnadu—bharatnatyam
42. which of the following is a network
used by IB & RAW to intercept & analyse
internet traffic using pre-defined filters?
a. GSTN
b. NETRA
c. NATGRID
d. none of these
43. it is Integrated intelligence grid
connecting databases of core security
agencies of GOI to collect comprehensive
patterns of intelligence. It was proposed
after the Mumbai attacks in 2008. What is
it?
a. GSTN
b. NETRA
c. NATGRID
d. none of these
44. To which country the Intelligence
agency MOSSAD belongs to?
a. Iran
b. Israel
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c. USA
d. Russia
45. which of the following is incorrectly
matched?
a. Dadasaheb phalke award—for
significant contribution to Indian cinema.
b. National film Awards---presented by
Prime Minister of India.
c. filmfare awards ---1st introduced In 1954
d. none of these.
46. which of the following belongs to the
group of eminent personalities who has got
‘Bharat ratna’ award?
1. Abul kalam azad
2. A.P.J abdul Kalam
3. Atal Bihari vajpyi
4. Amartya sen
5. M.S Dhoni
6. C.V raman
7. Guljari lal nanda
Choose correct statement:
a. 1,2,3,4,6,7 only
b. 2,3,5,6,7 only
c. 1,2,3,5,7 only
d. all of the above
47. Bharat Ratna award was awarded for
the 1st time in 1954. Who was/were the
persons to get this award?
a. C. Rajagopalachari
b. C.V Raman
c. S. Radhakishnan
d. all of the above
48. Durand cup is related to which sports?
a. hockey
b. cricket
c. football
d. kabaddi
49. WADA is an agency established by
International Olympic Committee in 1999
specially to tackle with?
a. cumbersome selection process
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b. Anti-doping
c. lowering sportsmanship
d. none of these
50. ‘Satyameva Jayate’ is inscribed below
the national emblem of India in devnagri
script, these words are taken from?
a. mundaka upnishad
b. aitareya upnishad
c. prasna upnishad
d katha upnishad
51. As per the Flag code the ratio of width
to Length of the national flag of India is?
a. 1:2
b. 2:3
c. 3:4
d. 4:5
52. The playing time of full version of
national anthem is?
a. 51 seconds
b. 52 seconds
c. 53 seconds
d. 1 minutes
53. who composed the national song--Vande matram?
a. Rabindra nath tagore
b. Bankim chander chatterji
c. Bankim chander bose
d. none of these
54. which of the following is the national
aquatic animal?
a. Tiger
b. Sea-cow(manatees)
c. Gangetic dolphin
d. otter
55. find the incorrect match of the
Intrumentalist & the instrument ?
a. table—Zakir Hussein
b. shehnai---bismillah khan
c. sitar—ravi Shankar
d. none of these
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56. which of the following statements is
correct regarding the persons who has got
nobel prize more than once?
1. Marie Curie won the Nobel prize in
1903 for Physics and 1911 in Chemistry;
2. 3Linus Pauling in 1954 (for Chemistry)
and 1962 (for Peace);
3. John Bardeen in 1956 (for Physics) and
1972;
4. Frederick Sanger in Chemistry in 1958
and 1980.
Choose correct statement:
a. 1,2 only b. 2,3 only c. 3,4 only d. all of
the above
57. which of the following organization
has been awarded three times with Nobel
peace prize?
a. United Nations High Commission for
Refugee
b. International Red Cross Committee
c. UNGA
d. None of these
58. which of the following nuclear power
station is incorrectly matched to its
location?
a. tarapur –Maharashtra
b. kalpakkam—kerala
c. rawatbhatta—rajasthan
d. Kundankulam—tamilnadu
59. India has recently sent its heaviest
satellite into space using a French rocket
from French Guiana space station of
European space agency. Which satellite is
it?
a. GSAT-11
b. GSAT-10
c. GSAT-9
d. GSAT-8
60. who was the 1st recipient of Dadasaheb
Phalke award?
a. Mrs. Lata Mangeshkar
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b. Mrs. Devika rani Roerich
c. Satyajit ray
d. Prithvi raj kapoor
61. Grammar of which tribe’s language in
Himachal Pradesh has similarity to
Chinese(mandarin) language & Munda
tribes of Chhota Nagpur region?
a. kinner
b. lahauli
c. gujjar
d. pangwal
62. The renowned poet Kalidasa in one of
his famous work ‘Meghdoot’ has
mentioned a singing tribe of Himachal
Pradesh, which tribe is it?
a. kinner
b. lahauli
c. gujjar
d. pangwal
63. In which script did the Pahari language
was written in the past?
a. Brahmi
b. Kharosthi
c. Gurumukhi
d. Tankri
64. Gaddi tribe (a nomadic tribe of
shepherd’s) which is majorly found in
Chamba & Kangra Distt. Of Himachal
Pradesh are primarily worshipper of?
a. lord Shiva
b. goddess kali
c. lord Vishnu
d. lord Brahma
65. consider following statements
regarding Pangwals:
1. The Pangwals are the residents of Pangi
Valley of District Chamba.
2. Pangi form of marriage is considered
superior.
3. Topilana is a type of widow remarriage.
Choose correct statement:
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a. 1,2 only
b. 2,3 only
c. 3 only
d. all of the above
66. ‘Raja-Gaddan’ song is related to nokhu
gaddan & a king. Which king is it?
a. Man singh of jaswan
b. Bir singh of Nurpur
c. Sansar chand of Kangra
d. Shri singh of chamba
67. ‘Dhoru’ is related to Khas tribe of
Himachal Pradesh. which of the following
this word is related to?
a. dances
b. eatables
c. clothes
d. land
68. which of the following is incorrectly
matched pair of tribe & the place they
majorly belongs to?
a. Swangla---lahaul spiti
b. pangwals---sirmaur
c. gaddi---bharmour
d. kinner—kinnaur
69. whch of the following tribe/tribes do
not belongs to HP?
a. khampa
b. swangla
c. minna
d. jad
70. The people of Gujjar tribe are widely
considered to be descendent of?
a. Aryans
b. Hun
c. Mughals
d. Kols
71. choose the incorrect one :
a. When Gandhiji was imprisoned for the
first time in India - Lord Reading
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b. known as the Maker of Modern IndiaLord Dalhousie
c. Rowlatt Act which authorised the
Government to detain people without trial
for an indefinite period was passed during
the tenure of- Lord Linlithgow
d.Liberater of Press- Charles Metcalfe
72. Which of the following pairs is not
correctly matched?
1.Lord Dalhousie - Doctrine of Lapse
2.Lord Minto - Indian Councils Act, 1909
3.Lord Wellesley - Subsidiary Alliance
4.Lord Rippon – Indian University act
5.Lord Dufferin- INC
6.Lord Hardinge- Jallianwala Bagh
massacre
7.Lord Dalhousie- 1857 revolt
a.3,4,6
b.4,6,7
c.1,4,6,7
d.6,7 only
73. choose the incorrect one :
a.father of civil services in India- Lord
Cornwallis
b.Bengal Tiger – Lord wellesely
c.foundation of Muslim league-Lord
Curzon
d. appointment of Durand commission to
define boundary between India and
Afghanistan- Lord Lansdowne
74. Match List I with List II and select the
correct answer using the code given below:
List I
Building
A. Viceregal
Lodge
B. Victoria
Memorial
C. Bombay
Municipal

List-II
Associated with
1. Lord Curzon
2. Lord Ripon
3. Lord Dufferin
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Corporation
a.A - 3; B - 1; C – 2
b.A - 2; B - 1; C - 3
c.A - 3; B - 2; C – 1
d.A - 1; B - 2; C – 3
75. Match List I with List II and select the
correct answer using the code given below:
List I
Visit of
A. annulment of
partition of
Bengal
B. Cripps
Mission
C. Cabinet
Mission
D. Simon
Commission

List-II
Associated with
1. Lord Wavell
2. Lord Hardinge
3. Lord Irwin
4. Lord Linlithgow

a.A -3; B- 4; C-1; D – 2
b.A - 2; B - 4; C -1; D - 3
c.A - 2; B -1; C - 4; D -3
d.A -3; B - 1; C - 4; D – 2
76.consider the following statements :
1.He was a famous Lawyer from Madras
who gave up his practice during Non
cooperation movement.
2. He resigned from INC in 1942 for not
accepting Cripp’s proposals and remained
aloof from Quit India Movement.
3.He founded Swatantra Party in 1959.
-Above statements are true for which of
the following personality :
a.K Kelappan b.B R Ambedkar
c.C RajaGopalachari D.Bhula Bhai Desai
77.find the correct match :
A.Indian Gladstone- i. C R Das
B.Deen Bandu – ii. C F Andrews
C.Desh bandu – iii. Gopal Hari Deshmukh
D.Lokhitwadi - iv. D B Naoroji
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a.A-iv B-ii C-I D-iii
b. A-ii B-i C-iv D-iii
c. A-iv B-ii C-Iii D-i
d. A-ii B-iv C-I D-iii
78. consider the following statements :
1.He set up Depressed class institute in
1924 and Samata samaj sangh in 1927
2.He organized Indian Labour party and
Schedule caste federation.
3.He started The Republican Party in
1956.
4.He introduced Hindu code Bill.
-Above statements are true for which of
the following personality :
a.M Raza
b.B R Ambedkar
c.C RajaGopalachari
D.Jyotibha Phule
79.who wrote the famous books- The
Golden Threshold, The Feather of the
Dawn, Th Bird of Time , The Broken
wing.
a. Abul kalam Azad
b.Abdul kalam Azad
c.Sarojani Naidu
d.Rabinder nath Tagore
80.which of thefllowing was awarded with
atitle the mightiest prophet of Nationalism
by Aurobindo Ghosh
a.Lala LajaPat Rai
b.Bal gangadhar Tilak
c.Bipin Chandra Pal
d.Chidambaram pillay
81.Who was Titu Mir ?
a. Leader of Wahabi Movement
b. Leader of Faraji Movement
C. Leader of Sepoy Mutiny
d. Leader of the Indigo Revolt
82.Who was the inspiratory behind the
Young Bengal Movement ?
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a. Madhusudan Dutt
b. Henry Vivian Derozio
C. Krishna Mohan Banerjee
d. Ram Gopal Ghosh
83. Consider the following statements:
1) Robert Clive was the first GovernorGeneral of Bengal.
2) William Bentinck was the first
Governor-General of India.
Which of the statements given above is/are
correct?
a) Only 1
b) Only 2
c) Both
d) None
84. Which of the following statements
is/are correct regarding BrahmoSamaj?
1.It opposed idolatry.
2.It denied the need for a priestly class for
interpreting the religious texts.
3.It popularized the doctrine that the Vedas
are infallible.
Select the correct answer using the codes
given below :
(a) 1 only
(b) 1 and 2 only
(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
85. Annie Besant was:
1.responsible for starting the Home Rule
Movement
2.the founder of the Theo-sophical Society
3.once the President of the Indian National
Congress
Select the correct statement/statements
using the codes given below.
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 and 3 only
(c)1, 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
86. Which one of the following pairs is not
correctly matched?
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a) Pitt’s India Act
Hastings
b) Doctorine of Lapse
c) woods Dispatch
d) Ilbert Bill

: Warren
: Dalhousie
: Curzon
: Ripon

87. The Universities of Calcutta, Bombay
and Madras were established as the
outcome of which among the following?
A.Hunter Commission Report
B.Sir Charleswood’s dispatch
C.Indian Universities Act
D.Hartog Committee
88. Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar was a
great 19th Century Social Reformer who
waged a struggle for/against which of the
following social cause? (most appropriate )
A.Education of Women
B.Widow Remarriage
C.Abolition of Sati
D.Untouchability
89. The revolutionary organisation
‘Abhinav Bharat Society’ was founded in
1904 by:
A.Bhagat Singh
B.Vinayak Damodar Savarkar C.Barindra
Kumar Ghosh
D.Pulin Behari Das
90. In which country Indian Independence
Committee was formed during British Era?
A.France
B.UK
C.Germany
D.USA
91. Which among the following most
appropriately describes the term dikus?
(a) They were the money lenders in tribal
areas.
(b) They were the leaders of tribal revolts
in
central India.
(c) They were elected Village headman
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from tribal community.
(d) It was a common term for all outsiders
in tribals areas.
92. Consider the following pairs: persons
and the movements associated :
1. Brahmo Samaj : Keshub Chandra Sen
2. Prarthana Samaj : Viresalingam
3. Paramahans Mandali : Gopal Ganesh
Agarkar
4. Arya Samaj : Swami Shradhananda
Which of the pairs given above are
correctly
matched ?
(a) 1 and 3 only
(b) 1 and 4 only
(c) 1, 2 and 4 only
(d) 2 and 4 only
93. . Consider the following events during
the
British rule:
1. Santhal rebellion
2. Indigo revolt
3. final Mappila/Moplah outbreak
The correct chronological sequence of the
above event is:
(a) 1-2-3
(b) 2-1-3
(c) 3-2-1
(d) 3-1-2
94. With reference to Santhal Uprising,
which of
the following statements is/are correct?
1. Sido and Kanhu were the principal rebel
leaders.
2. The Santhals occupied the area between
Bhagalpur and Rajmahal.
3. The uprising aimed to remove the
outsiders and the British from the
Santhal areas.
Select the correct answer using the code
given below.
(a) 1 only
(b) 1 and 2 only
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(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
95. . Arrange the following events in
correct
chronological order:
1. Formation of Atmiya Sabha
2. Formation of Brahmo Sabha.
3. Formation of Tatvabodhini Sabha.
4.Ramkrishan mission
5.Arya Samaj
Select the correct answer using the code
given below.
(a) 1-2-3-5-4
(b) 1-2-5-4-3
(c) 1-2-3-4-5
(d) 3-1-2-4-5
96.consider the following statements :
1.Leader of Deoband school were Qasim
nanotvi and Rashid Ahmad Gangohi
2.it was basically as revivalist movement
i,e they emphasized on traditional Islamic
education.
3.they oppose the INC and were supportive
of British rule in India.
4.This school is related to silk letter
conspiracy case.
Choose the correct options :
a.1,2,4
b.1,2,3
c.2,3,4
d.1,3,4
97.who was the founder of Satya shodhak
Samaj and wrote the books like Ghulam
Giri, Life of shiwaji, Ishara.Sarvajanik
satyadharma.
a.Gopal Ganesh Agrakar
b.Gopal hari deshmukh
c.Jyotibha Phule
d.Shiv narayan agnihotri
98.consider the following :
1.Merrut conspiracy case(initiation)
2.Kanpur conspiracy case
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3.Delhi conspiracy case
4.Alipore Bomb Conspiracy case
5.Ghadar conspiracy case
6.Nasik conspiracy case
7.2nd Lahore conspiracy case
Arrange the above events in chronological
order :
a.4,6,5,3,2,1,7
b.4,6,3,5,2,1,7
c.4,5,6,3,2,1,7
d.4.5.6,3,2,7,1
99. consider the following :
1.Wood’s Dispatch 2.Macaulay Minute
3.Rayleigh commission 4.Hunter
commission
5.Hartog committee 6.Saddler commission
Arrange the above events in chronological
order :
a.2,1,4,3,6,5
b.2,1,4,6,5,3
c.2,1,3,4,5,6
d.2,3,1,5,6,4
100.which of the following is incorrect (
newspaper-person associated )
a.Navjeevan- MK Gandhi
b.Sudharak – G K Gokhle
c.Mook nayak and Bahishkrit Bharat - B R
Ambedkar
d.Al-Hilal- Syed ahmad khan
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